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Introduction from our President
Phil Price MInstSCE

W elcome to our Summer 2017
edition of the ISCE magazine.
Most of us are thinking of holidays
– relaxing a little, we hope.

The Directors, Council and
Secretariat have, over the last
few months, been extremely busy
‘behind the scenes’. The ISCE is
really pleased to announce that the Institute has been
recognised and approved as an ECS card issuer by
the JIB (Joint Industries Board) to assess and issue
ECS approval for ISCE Sound Engineers. ISCE has
also been accredited as an ECS Health & Safety
assessment centre. This new agreement allows
ISCE to issue, renew and replace ISCE Sound
Engineer ECS cards to existing and newly accredited
members. The ISCE Sound Engineer ECS card
displays your qualifications as an ISCE Sound
Engineer and your grade of membership. This will
prove your identity and qualification for ‘site work’
The ISCE Sound Engineer ECS card scheme
matches the requirements of the CSCS scheme,
in that it is compulsory that all participants must
hold an up-to-date health & safety qualification in
order to be awarded with a card.
Further information on the ISCE ECS Card
can be found on pages 7 & 8 of the magazine.
Full information and application details can be
found on our website: www.isce.org.uk

To assist with the administration of the ISCE ECS
card scheme, and organise our members’ records
more effectively, we are starting a major centralised
membership database IT project. The new secure
‘cloud based’ scheme will eventually allow us to
carry out many streamlined schemes to benefit our
membership, including training and event registration,
such as ISCEx exhibition visitor registration. The final
stages of this implementation will be a new Member
Access Portal for you to keep your details up to date.
This will be implemented gradually over the next few
months and we will keep you fully informed.
We are also pleased to welcome Colleen Heard
as Training Administrator (See page 9).
The ISCE has been ‘out and about’ recently
attending Plasa Focus in Leeds and in June at the
Firex exhibition in London. We will be exhibiting at
The Plasa Show at Olympia London between
17–19 September, plus, BPM/PRO at the NEC
Birmingham between 22–23 October. So put these
dates in your diary and come along and meet us.
Finally, I hope you enjoy your well-earned
Summer holidays and you enjoy and find
our Summer magazine interesting. ◆
Phil Price

Forthcoming events diary
14–19 September 2017
IBC, RAI
Amsterdam, Netherlands
17–19 September 2017
PLASA Show
Olympia, London, UK
22–23 October 2017
BPM/PRO
Genting Arena, NEC,
Birmingham, UK
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21–23 November 2017
Reproduced Sound 2017
Nottingham Conference Centre,
Nottingham, UK
6 March 2018
ISCEx 2018
Networking Dinner
Coombe Abbey,
Nr Coventry, UK

7 March 2018
ISCEx 2018
Exhibition and
Seminar Day
Coombe Abbey,
Nr Coventry, UK

We welcome your
contributions to
the magazine
with editorial and
advertising.
Please send news
or articles to Ros
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New sound
and induction
loop system at
historic church
K irkpatrick Sound Engineering has recently
undertaken the installation of a new sound and
induction loop system at St Mary’s church Stockport.
St Mary’s in the Marketplace has its history running
back to the 12th century and still includes some
parts of the original church in the current building,
although most of the Grade 1 listed building was
erected in the early 19th century. As the church’s
name suggests, it occupies pride of place overlooking
the historic market area of Stockport and has been
at the centre of the local community in the town
for hundreds of years.

St Mary’s existing sound system was becoming
unreliable and didn’t provide effective coverage over
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the church of which its overall length is well over 40m.
Professional advice was sought from Kirkpatrick
Sound Engineering and Roy Kirkpatrick MInstSCE,
who had former knowledge and dealings with the
church and diocese, was drafted in to propose a new
and effective system.
Due to the architectural sensitivity of the building,
Roy immediately suggested using the Rayon range
of loudspeakers from Active Audio. These high
performance array column loudspeakers provide wide
coverage and good acoustic throw but also uniquely
stepped vertical dispersion allowing the sound to
be passively steered to a specific congregational
area depending on the mounting height of the ▸
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providing a very compact high performance system.
The Mipro transmitters match the performance of the
receiver with handheld transmitters including supercardioid condenser capsules and Li-on rechargeable
batteries.
The mixing of the system is performed by an
Allen&Heath ZED series mixer with the assistance
of an automatic microphone mixer to remove the
complicated task of altering levels during a service.
To complete the package an Apart PC1000R CD/
SD player was supplied to provide recorded music
playback. Roy also upgraded the old assistive hearing
loop with an Ampetronic ILD1000G loop amplifier and
new cabling.
The sum of this equipment now results in a
system which provides very natural sound and
with minimal aesthetic disruption to this historic
church building. The church is also very pleased
with its performance. ◆

loudspeaker. The use of this type of array also allowed
fewer loudspeakers to be installed compared with the
existing 12 two way boxes.
In addition to the Active Audio arrays, a subwoofer
from Audac was supplied to enhance the
reproduction of music, especially for recorded organ
music. Driving all of these loudspeakers was left to the
task of Audac’s range of SMQ and SMA multichannel
DSP power amplifiers, which offer comprehensive
signal processing without the requirement for a
dedicated loudspeaker management system.

Kirkpatrick Sound Engineering would also like to
acknowledge the advice and support of the team at
Commercial Audio Solutions who distribute many of
the brands used within this installation, and provided
help with system design and product demonstration.
www.kirkpatrick4sound.co.uk
www.commercialaudiosolutions.com

The loudspeaker choice was, as with all sound
systems only part of the solution, and careful
consideration to both ends of the audio chain was
made. The pulpit had a gooseneck microphone
from EV’s Polarchoice range installed, offering a
switchable polar pattern and giving flexibility within
this acoustically challenging environment.
The church also wanted the ability to use four wireless
microphones, and in keeping with the same thought
of controlled pickup, the ACT7 series from Mipro was
chosen. The system employed uses four true-diversity
receiver modules in 1U of space. It also includes an inbuild antenna distribution system within this chassis,
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ISCE Sound Engineer ECS Card
Know your value
Over 99,000 electrical professionals are proud to hold
an ECS card to show their hard-earned credentials at
work and on site.
The ISCE Sound Engineer ECS card:

About the scheme
We are delighted to announce that ISCE has been
approved as an ECS card issuer by the JIB (Joint
Industry Board) to assess and issue ECS approval for
ISCE Sound Engineers and has also been accredited
as an ECS Health & Safety assessment centre. This
new agreement allows ISCE to issue, renew and
replace ISCE Sound Engineer ECS cards to existing
and newly accredited members.
Affiliated to the Construction Skills Certification
Scheme (CSCS), an ISCE Sound Engineer ECS card
will allow Sound Engineers to prove their identity,
qualified status and occupation when working onsite. The ECS card is fully compliant with all of the
requirements of the CSCS scheme, including the
centralised database and is designed to prevent
accidents and promote safety and quality of work.
It is often a requirement for maintenance engineers
at venues and on building sites for all site workers to
hold an appropriate ECS card and is compulsory for
those working around electricity on building sites.
ISCE has been working in the background on this
project for some time and are extremely pleased to
be recognised by the Joint Industry Board for this
accreditation. ISCE members are already regularly
working on or around building sites installing sound
equipment. This new development will allow ISCE
members to apply for an ISCE Sound Engineer ECS
card prior to working on site and we will be starting
the scheme on 1 September 2017.
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•

Displays your qualifications as an ISCE Sound
Engineer and your grade of membership

•

Shows you have been H&S assessed

•

Is the industry’s CSCS card

•

Proves your identity on site

You’ve spent time gaining your skills – so get your
ISCE Sound Engineer ECS card ordered and show it
with pride.
An ISCE Sound Engineer ECS card is instantly
recognisable within the electrotechnical industry
and lets you demonstrate your credentials to others;
from employers and clients to business contacts and
colleagues.
You will find it increasingly difficult to get employment
at venues and on building sites without an ECS card
because many UK employers specify that holding
an appropriate ECS card is compulsory for those
working around electricity on their sites.
You will also be able to prove you’re competent
in health and safety. You might already have a
qualification that means you’re covered in this area.
You may already have a CSCS card, but if not, the
ISCE Sound Engineer ECS card incorporates an H&S
assessment as part of the application process, to
meet the requirements on employers or site owners
for all workers to hold an up-to-date Health & Safety
qualification.
Members with a current card should consider holding
an ISCE Sound Engineer ECS card upon expiry to
raise awareness of our industry which is of course
beneficial to everyone. ▸
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Health & Safety assessment
The ISCE Sound Engineer ECS card scheme
matches the requirements of the CSCS scheme, in
that it is compulsory that all participants must hold
an up-to-date health & safety qualification in order to
be awarded with a card. This is designed to prevent
accidents, promote safety and prove quality of work.
However to hold an ISCE Sound Engineer ECS
card you must pass the ECS H&S assessment.
Unfortunately the ECS scheme does not allow the
ISCE to accept a CSCS H&S assessment. The ECS
H&S test is specifically designed to meet the basic
H&S requirements of electrotechnical personnel.
Those who successfully pass the ECS H&S
assessment will be awarded with an ECS H&S
Certificate, issued by the JIB or SJIB, which can be
used to obtain an ISCE Sound Engineer ECS card
within two years of passing the assessment.
ISCE has invested in equipment to run these
assessments and both Ros and Colleen have been
trained and assessed as ajudicators.
Our plans are to hold assessments tacked onto other
events, possibly our supporting members hosting
sessions across England and Wales and potentially
in-house testing. Our first H&S assessment date is
scheduled for 6 September at SSE Audio in London.
This scheme will help ISCE to cast the net into other
audio fields such as theatre and music.

Further information
Further information on the ISCE Sound Engineer ECS
Card and about the Health and Safety Assessments
can be found on the ISCE website.
www.isce.org.uk/isce-sound-engineer-ecs-card/ ◆
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Colleen Heard joins ISCE
I SCE has appointed Colleen Heard
to join the ISCE team as a training
administrator, replacing
Catherine Maskell.

As a learned society, the Institute
recognises how important it is that
we provide an excellent training
programme for the sound industry
and the appointment of Colleen
will ensure we have the continued
support in place to organise new
and existing training courses.
Colleen will also be helping Ros
with the other admin duties, as our
Institute continues to thrive.
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Colleen has recently worked in the
financial services as a Mortgage
Underwriter and prior to that as
a Customer Service team leader
and Conference Co-Ordinator. She
brings a wealth of experience to
the ISCE and we are delighted she
has joined us.
I know you will all wish Colleen well
in her new role with the ISCE.
For any training enquiries,
please contact Colleen on
colleen@isce.org.uk. ◆
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Installation cables
CE marking has arrived
by Stephen Gallagher, Canford Audio

T he Construction Products Regulations (CPR)
are fully in force from 1 July 2017 for all installation
cables, whether they are data, audio, video or power,
copper or fibre. For the purposes of this legislation,
‘installation’ is defined as ‘any cable put on the market
for incorporation, in a permanent way, in construction
works’. Cables for deployable applications are
not within the scope of the legislation and are not
affected.

This can cover:

Any manufacturer must, for relevant cable
supplied, declare its performance in terms of the
reaction to fire properties laid out in EN50575.

The cables must then be tested by a notified body
to prove the performance, eg. BASEC. When the
manufacturer has this approval they must then ▸
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1 flame propagation
2 heat release
3 flame spread
4 smoke production
5 acidity
6 flaming droplets
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produce, make available and retain for 10 years, a
Declaration of Performance (DoP) document. The
performance levels must be shown on the product
labels as part of new CE marking requirements. A
cable cannot be CE marked without notified body
approval and the availability of a DoP. Where a
distributor cuts a length from a bulk drum, the product
and traceability information must be reproduced on a
new label.
As with CE marked equipment, for cable
manufactured outside the EU the importer (‘point of
entry’) carries the responsibility for the testing and
approval, labelling and issue of the DoP. For branded
cables, common in the professional audio & video
business, the brand owner (eg. Canford) carries the
responsibility for compliance and publication of the
DoP, regardless of place of manufacture.
A historical curiosity of the CE labelling regulations is
that the CE mark may only be printed on flat surfaces.
Consequently, whilst the mark must be carried on
labelling, it is not permitted to print the CE mark on
round cables! If a cable is found with CE printed on it,
it certainly does not indicate conformity.
Unlike existing British and European standards, the
CPR is a legal requirement under UK law and can be
enforced by the HSE and Trading Standards. As this
is a fire safety standard, it is not expected to change
after Brexit.
Products already in the supply chain at this date
are not affected and can still be sold and installed.
This will undoubtedly cause some initial confusion
to customers, as cable in stock with a distributor,
manufactured prior to 1 July 2017, does not require,
and will not have a DoP or the associated drum or coil
labelling.
EN50575 defines the seven classes of performance,
from Aca ,the highest, to Fca the lowest (the subscript
‘ca’ is simply the identifier denoting a Euroclass
rating). Euroclass Fca cables are unlikely to be
suitable for installations as they don’t meet the most
basic flame propagation test IEC60332-1-2. For
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most projects in the UK, Euroclass Eca or Cca are
likely to be the ones found in the project specification
(Euroclass Dca is only applicable to wood products,
in case you wondered about the gap). Most existing
LFH (‘low fire hazard’, also known variously as LSOH,
FRNC etc) designs are likely to pass to Euroclass
Eca which thankfully means no change in coaxial
connectors. However, to meet the much tougher
Euroclass Cca performance, new designs (and
therefore new connectors) will be needed. There is
likely to be a substantial cost supplement for these
new designs, reflecting the materials needed but also
the enhanced testing. A 40% uplift would be a good
budgeting figure. It should be noted that the new
standards do not have an equivalent to IEC60332-224, which only tested for flame spread. Where this is
currently specified, there will have to be a migration to
Euroclass Cca.
A common question relates to cable in 19-inch racks.
These do not fall under the legislation definition of
‘permanent installation’, so CPR does not apply to
cable within racks. Cable installed fully in sealed metal
containment (trunking) also is likely to be exempt, but
this is a topic for the next release of the IEEE Wiring
Regulations. In both cases however, best practice
would always be to use Low Fire Hazard (LSOH)
cabling for safety reasons.
At a future point the CPR will be extended to cover
fire resistant cables. These are not covered by the
current Product standard EN50575 and are currently
excluded from CPR. ◆
Canford acknowledges the assistance from
Draka Cables in the preparation of this article.
More detailed information can be found at
www.canford.co.uk/News/
‘LFH’ is a registered trademark of
Canford Audio PLC.
‘LSOH’ is a registered trademark of
Prysmian Cables Ltd.
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AVB/TSN,
and why it might be almost
as good as sliced bread
by Martin Bonsoir

S everal manufacturers have been running digital
audio over Audio Video Bridging for a while now, with
a few recently announcing they will use it to transport
video as well. Based on this, some observers
regard AVB as “another transport protocol”. But this
conclusion can result in AVB being compared to other
technologies using an “Orange-to- Latte” approach.
True, fruits and coffee are both ingested through
the mouth (please let me know if I’ve been doing it
incorrectly) but there are significant and profound
characteristics that make AVB technology something
with little direct equivalence in the audio industry. I
shall try to elucidate.

The name AVB stems from its use in the professional
audio-visual industry, and is a branding exercise
encompassing a series of standards developed by the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
These protocols include IEEE 801.1AB, IEEE 802.1AS
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(a profile of IEEE 1588 v2), some aspects of IEEE
802.1Q, as well as IEEE 1722 and IEEE 1722.1. But
the capabilities of these standards are by no means
constrained to just delivering audio and video, nor is
AVB a static concept.
Work is ongoing to develop the technology further,
and that progress rebranded AVB as Time Sensitive
Networking, or TSN, to friends. You’ll also see it
referred to as AVB/TSN, or as Deterministic Ethernet.
The variations in name can be confusing. The natural
evolution of open standards is rare in the audio
industry, with its historical preference for singlefunction, proprietary solutions.
As an engineer by profession and DNA makeup,
I don’t particularly care about names. I care about
technology and solutions. I place little importance
on whether my needs are resolved by something ▸
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called ‘Delightful Voices of Inspiring Angels’ or ‘TH65/B.’ What matters is that the solution delivers, and
that its development and support is sustainable into
the future.

AVB/TSN is leveraged in the automotive industry
to connect the various infotainment devices in a
car. Industrial time aware data acquisition systems
depend on AVB/TSN as an enabler technology.

The constant evolution of AVB/TSN is not only
important and encouraging – it is, in fact, vital,
as it is symptomatic of its capacity to embrace
new technology and paradigms. I invite you to
consider this progress as transparent, and a sign of
sustainability and versatility.

Solutions for power distribution, machine control and
automation are developed using AVB/TSN. Giants
like OPC UA (over 45 million existing installations), PI
(PROFINET, PROFIBUS) and EtherCAT see TSN as a
vital part of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and
Industry 4.0. CAST have recently announced AVB/
TSN enabled sensors. The list goes on and on.

Multipurpose
In a nutshell, AVB/TSN offers:
Bandwidth reservation: Devices in a network
negotiate bandwidth requirements before streams are
initiated, and that bandwidth is guaranteed for as long
as it is required. The risk of data loss due to changes
in network demand is all but eliminated.
Traffic shaping: A clever mechanism enabling
efficient use of resources. Data is delivered at a
‘smoothed’ ratio, preventing burst and congestion.
Bounded latency: Deterministic transfer times are
guaranteed, negating the need for large buffers often
imposed by unpredictable delivery in legacy besteffort methodologies, offering predictable delivery and
aiding synchronisation of streams containing diverse
payloads.
Time synchronization: Time aware networks offer
faster convergence times, greater scalability and
increased resilience; moving away from the older and
restricting ‘clever endpoints, dumb network’ model
offered by 1588v1.
Interoperability: By using existing Ethernet
components and IEEE standards, AVB/TSN can
be implemented without the need for proprietary
licensing and provide a common interoperable
platform, while inheriting many mature features.
Security: TSN includes security provisions that add
multiple levels of infrastructure defense, an often
overlooked but crucial aspect of distributed systems.
AVB/TSN has been successfully deployed in
professional audio installations, from small facilities
serving a limited number of users to large-scale
research and educational centres spanning multiple
buildings. It is also being used in mobile recording
applications, and in audio interfaces in studios.
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And that is because the need for deterministic,
low-latency, high-bandwidth, secured networking
connectivity for time-critical distribution of data is
shared amongst seemingly different industries, from
industrial control to automotive design, from data
acquisition and reporting to humble us, here in the
plucky world of professional audio.
The trend of device enrichment through network
connectivity is fulfilling the need for smarter, more
effective and reliable systems, at lower cost.
Devices are no longer isolated entities, but part
of distributed, interconnected, synchronised
systems. This replaces the paradigm of expensive,
dedicated boxes of specialised hardware by one
with cheaper endpoints executing through their
network connections. This trend requires a robust
connectivity platform.

Sustainability
Another major differentiator of open standards
like AVB/TSN is that they tend to create healthier
ecosystems, as through them the industry avoids
being dependent on any single company to manage
and evolve the technology.
Many of us (showing my age here!) saw a bright
future for CobraNet when Peak Audio was acquired
by Cirrus Logic. The sad reality is, the promise never
materialised. The lesson we should remember is that
the model of a single company developing a solution
and licensing it to many users is a dangerous one,
leaving the market exposed to the changing business
focus and fortunes of the licensing company. The
Industrial IoT and the automotive industry teach
us that isolated systems using proprietary, singlepurpose communication protocols are at a very
high risk of being a thing of the past. ▸
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The AVB/TSN ecosystem is a vigorous one.
Companies like Analog Devices, Coveloz, Freescale,
Innovasic, Intel, Marvell, Mini DSP, National
Instruments, Rockwell Automation, Synopsys, XILINX
and XMOS produce core technology based on
open standards, with companies like Arista, Cisco,
Extreme Networks, MOTU and NETGEAR supplying
the infrastructure. That enables manufacturers like
AVID, AudioScience, Beyerdynamic, Biamp Systems,
Harman, L’acoustics, Meyer Sound, and Riedel to
develop solutions.*

Martin Bonsoir is the EMEIA Applications Engineering
Manager at Biamp Systems, overseeing operations
in Europe, Middle East, India, and Africa. With more
than 23 years of industry experience, Martin’s passion
for people and all things audiovisual continue to add
richness and insight to his work every day.

Further reading
http://avnu.org/
http://www.ieee802.org/1/pages/tsn.html

This is an ecosystem where any one company can
decide to change path, yet the technology will survive.
Open standards may be new to the audio industry,
but aren’t they the best way forward?
Growing up can be scary, but also wonderfully
rewarding. ◆

*T
 his list of companies is not at all meant to be exhaustive,
and several other companies, publicly or privately, are
involved with AVB/TSN technology.
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Rack Building 101
by David Howe MInstSCE

R ack building is often one of those activities that is
just another item to complete during an installation,
but the rack can be key to the success or failure of a
project, especially if it is not built to a good standard.
After all, the equipment it contains is central to a
properly functioning system. Audomation are a
specialist rack builder working closely with installers
and integrators to build high quality racks for AV and
PAVA systems. In this article, David Howe MInstSCE,
of Audomation takes a brief look at a few rack build
best practices.

The first challenge is that most racks are built on site
where dirty, dusty conditions, poor lighting, lack of
space, and trying to work around other trades, is
typically the order of the day, but just like any other
aspect of the project its construction should be
planned accordingly. Being pre-built off site offers
the distinct advantage that all the equipment can be
loaded, wired and fully tested in the clean environment
of well-stocked workshop. Confidence that everything
15
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is wired and working correctly will help to ensure the
installation can be completed with the minimum of
fuss. Digital equipment can be programmed and
debugged ahead of time too. In fact, for a larger
project such as a theatre, arena or airport, where
multiple racks will be spread around the building
and connected together over a network, offsite
rack building in the workshop can save days, and
sometimes weeks, of testing time just because all of
the racks can be setup and tested in the same room.
There are a number of aspects to consider when
building the rack, first of course is the equipment that
will need to be installed which will determine the size
of the cabinet required. This shouldn’t be the only
factor when sizing the cabinet though, allowance
needs to be made for cabling routes and cable
management. A rack with sufficient space, both
between items of equipment, and at the rear
of the equipment, can make a huge difference
to both presentation and serviceability. A rack ▸
contents

where the equipment is shoehorned in and cables
routes are not well planned will be just a maintenance
nightmare. Cables should be neatly dressed on
cable trays or enclosed within trunking when being
routed vertically, and supported on lacing bars when
routed horizontally into the equipment connectors.
Little touches like ensuring all bare cable ends are
made off with ferrules ensure reliable terminations
and a professional appearance. Never solder bare
ends as this can weaken the cable on screw down
terminals, such as DIN rail terminals and Phoenix style
connectors, possibly causing the cable to snap right
at the termination. This type of fault may not present
itself at the beginning either leading to intermittent,
hard to trace faults, throughout the lifetime of the rack.
Be mindful of proper segregation between different
cable types. Mains power cabling should never be
run in the same trunking as, or in close proximity to,
audio signal or network data cables for example. And
if it is unavoidable to route certain cables together,
then the insulation should always be rated for the
highest voltage present. If a 24V DC power cable
must be routed within the same trunking as a 230V
mains cable, it must have insulation rated to at
least 230V. I learnt very early on in my career not to
terminate cables that are only just long enough either.
I was taught to allow enough extra to make off the
connection again at least twice. That bit of advice has
got me out of a hole on many an occasion and it only
feels right that I should share it here.
Safety is paramount so don’t forget proper earth
bonding for all metal panels, especially those panels
that are likely to be removed for maintenance, like the
rack side panels and doors. All too frequently earth
bonds for these panels are left off as they are seen as
an inconvenience, but in an electrical fault situation
16
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they may just save your life! When talking about safety
don’t be tempted to remove the earth conductor from
a piece of equipment to remove an earth loop buzz
either, this is seriously bad practice and should never
be attempted.
Think about the positioning of each item of equipment
in the rack too, typically heavy items such as
amplifiers will need to be mounted lower down in
the cabinet for easier access if they ever need to be
removed for servicing in the future. Don’t just rely on
the front rack ears for fixing, rear supports or chassis
guides should be used to distribute the weight
more evenly. This also means that when an item of
equipment needs to be removed it will be supported
while the front rack screws are removed and doesn’t
place any undue strain on the equipment below.
Good airflow is essential for removing excess heat
from the cabinet. This is especially true for larger voice
alarm systems where the rack may need to house
several high-power amplifiers. EN54-16 requires that
the rack cabinet has an ingress protection rating of
at least IP30, which means racks with perforated
door panels cannot be used, and can seem counterintuitive when considering how to remove all the ▸
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heat the amplifiers are likely to generate when the
system is operating at its most vital time, during an
emergency broadcast. In such applications, where
the rack must be fitted with solid glass or metal doors
consider fitting roof fans at the top of the cabinet to
extract the heat and select equipment where the
airflow is in the same general direction. For example,
some equipment will have internal cooing fans that
take in cool air from the front and exhaust the hot air
through the rear, for other equipment this could be
reversed, exhausting the hot air through the front of
the unit. Mixing equipment like this will lead to hot
air circulating at both the front and rear of the rack
resulting in a very inefficient airflow. The best scenario
for such a rack would be to use equipment with
front to rear airflow, make sure all unused spaces
in the rack are fitted with blanking panels, and not
vent panels, so that cooler air will remain in the front
of the rack and will not get mixed with the hotter air
at the rear, and, as the hot air rises, it can then be
expelled efficiently by the roof fans. Even then keep
in mind that the room where the rack is located may
also require air conditioning to prevent the ambient
temperature from rising significantly.
The importance of accurate as-built wiring diagrams
should also not be underestimated, the wireman
building the rack may not be the engineer that will
be servicing the rack in years to come. Ensuring
that all cables are accurately labelled or numbered,
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and that this labelling is reflected in the drawings,
will demonstrate the high level of professionalism
provided by your company. Another useful tip is to
standardise on the jacket colour of the cables used for
each circuit type as this will be a great visual aid when
tracing cables. BS EN 60204-1 provides suggestions
for identification of conductors for electrical panel
wiring, which may be a useful point of reference, but
the most importance advice in that standard is to
ensure that the colours green and yellow should not
be used where there is the possibility of confusion
with the bicolour combination Green/Yellow and
that Green/Yellow should only be used for safety
protective conductors
Rack building, when done correctly, is a mix of both
art and science. Attention to detail is key to delivering
a successful system, but the result will be a rack
with impeccable wiring, easy integration with the
field equipment and future serviceability that will
be a pleasure rather than a chore. I may need to
get out more, but I do think a well-built rack has an
undeniable air of beauty even if most people never get
to see your work! ◆
For more information about Audomation please visit:
www.audomation.co.uk
Tel: 01543 897360
Email: info@audomation.co.uk
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Ron Judd
12 June 1944 – 19 May 2017
W e were sad to hear the news that ISCE member,
Ron Judd MInstSCE, passed away after a tragic
accident while working on his beloved boat, the Nepos.

A keen and skilled sailor, Ron was a member and
past commodore of the former Medway Motor Yacht
Club and well known within the boating community.
Ron had been a member of the ISCE since 1979 and
his early years were spent with the Royal College of
Surgeons of England as an Audio Visual Services
Officer where he was promoted to Chief Technician.
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He was very involved with the Scouts as Assistant
District Commissioner, for which he was awarded
the Medal of Merit for outstanding services to the
movement. He also voluntarily provided lighting,
sound and photography for amateur theatres.
He later went onto run his own indoor and outdoor
PA business, providing sound reinforcement systems
for sports and motor events in the South East.
Our condolences go to his partner, Caroline,
his family and friends. ◆
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Digital infra-red
audio for
conference
systems

This digital infra-red technology would provide
you with several advantages over traditional
RF technology including:

by Jason Williams MInstSCE
I magine you could see radio waves by wearing a

special pair of glasses. Once the glasses were on,
you would probably be blinded. Now imagine that
you had a set of radio waves that needed priority
above all those other radio waves. How could you
ensure that your radio waves could be seen without
interference or congestion from all the other radio
waves? I believe that would be an impossible task!
Perhaps if you wanted to transmit signals without
interference you could use another part of the
electromagnetic spectrum and stay away from
radio waves altogether.
How about using light? But not visible light,
infra-red light and how about modulating that
light with digital information at high speeds.
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•

RF interference & congestion free

•

Secure transmission (no eavesdropping)

•

Low energy consumption (no RF amplification
required)

•

No interference from HF light sources

•

No radio license required anywhere in the world.

One manufacturer has applied this digital infra-red
technology to conference audio by creating the world
first digital infra-red wireless conference system.
The infra-red signal is modulated using DQPSK
digital modulation/demodulation technology this
enable each delegate unit to carry bi-directional
audio (20Hz – 20KHz) and other data giving voting
capability. Up to 1000 contribution units can be
added on a single system.
Traditional wireless conference systems still operate
on the industrial scientific, and medical (ISM) band.
This refers to a group of radio frequencies that are
internationally reserved for industrial, scientific, and
medical requirements rather than communications.
Over the years these bands have been adopted
by manufacturers for short range, low power
communication systems such as blue tooth
devices and wireless computer networks and
are now heavily congested. ▸
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The modern-day conference environment is now
jam-packed with a plethora of mobile and bring your
own devices (BYOD) including laptops, smartphones,
tablets etc.
Using these devices, sometimes we don’t notice
the radio congestion. Symptoms of this may include
waiting a couple of extra seconds for a web page
or an email to download. Could we afford to lose a
couple of seconds of live audio? I think not.
In worst case scenarios radio Interference could
cause unwanted noise in the audio system or even
render a device unoperational.
In recent years, technology has tried to address the
interference and congestion problem by opening up
more bandwidth namely in the 5 GHz band but with
more manufactures adopting this band it will soon be
as congested as its 2.4 GHz predecessor.
Unlike RF technology, digital infra-red is a line of sight
technology and relies on the coverage in the room
being adequate with all contribution units in sight of a
transceiver, but with careful design and planning this
can be easily achieved in most environments.
If you’re looking to provide your client peace of mind
or just want a system that will work where an RF
system has failed then digital infra-red could be the
solution you are looking for. ◆
www.media-vision.com
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PLASA Focus Leeds

A resounding success,
and exciting developments
already announced for 2018

P LASA Focus Leeds was met with enthusiasm
from the industry, proving that the show’s Focus
formula remains a perfect fit.

Harman UK distributor, showcased new products
from Harman’s JBL Professional, Crown and
Soundcraft, plus Harman’s Connected PA system.

Spread over two halls of the Royal Armouries, the
showfloor was packed with hundreds of brands
showcasing the latest audio, lighting, AV, broadcast,
rigging and stage technology – including UK debuts
from many of the industry’s major players.

The busy show floor was matched with a rich
programme of content, which saw PLASA
collaborate with leading manufacturers, venues
and industry associations to deliver session that
informed and inspired visitors.

New releases in audio included, Shure’s UK launch
of the Axient Digital Wireless System; Martin
Audio showed their Wavefront Precision Series - a
new generation of multi-purpose line array; Bose
introduced the ShowMatch DeltaQ Array loudspeaker
for both rental and install; and Sound Technology,

Director of PLASA Events, Christopher Toulmin,
said: “It’s hard to believe next year is the 10th
anniversary of PLASA Focus Leeds and we’ve
got some exciting things planned. We’ve taken
on additional outdoor space at the venue where
we will be hosting audio demos.” ◆
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FIREX, London

The fire industry came
together at an emotionally
charged FIREX International

1 7,430 visitors and 129 exhibitors, representing 67
different countries came together to meet, network
and discuss the challenges facing their industry.

Conversations naturally centred on the Grenfell Tower
tragedy of last month and what’s needed in order
to drive change. The tragedy was also marked by a
collection for the victims and tribute wall, as well as a
series of seminar sessions on the topic.
Among the sessions covered was a panel debate
between a panel of fire experts on the need for an
overhaul of regulations following the tragedy. In an
emotional debate, which began with a one-minute
silence to commemorate the victims, Dennis Davis of
the Fire Sector Federation (FSF) said the industry was
‘creating the legacy for the next 50 years’ following
the Grenfell tower fire.

provided an opportunity for the whole fire sector
to congregate and reflect on the clear and present
challenges the UK now faces and we’re grateful to
everyone who participated.”
The Inspirational Speaker series returned as double
Olympic gold medallist, Dame Kelly Holmes;
Falklands War veteran, Simon Weston CBE and world
renowned rugby referee, Nigel Owens MBE took to
the stage. But the biggest crowd of the show was
reserved for rock star physicist, Professor Brian Cox
who took a packed audience on a whistle-stop tour
of the theories of the universe, including Einstein’s
theory of relativity, and how that grew out of his own
thinking on gravity and light.
FIREX International 2018 takes place from
19–21 June 2018 at ExCeL London. ◆

Gerry Dunphy, Brand Director for FIREX International,
said “Over the last few weeks, national fire safety has
become a part of everyday conversations. FIREX
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ISCE Training
Since our last issue of the magazine, we have organised three training courses.

Sound measurement techniques
Presenter, Peter Mapp HonFInstSCE
16 May 2017
at Unity Works, Wakefield

It was a challenge to find a suitable venue
for this course, as the acoustics needed to
be good enough for the delegates to hear
Peter presenting, but difficult enough to
demonstrate the measuring techniques.
A vaulted ceiling with modern facilities
was hard to come by, but Unity Works
in Wakefield provided a solution.
As expected, this course was really
well attended and thanks go to all
involved in making it a success.

Design & installation of
hearing loop systems
Presenter, Peter Roe MInstSCE
14 June 2017
At Midwich Plc, Manchester

“The instructor was very
knowledgeable and
approachable.”
BAE Systems
“Very interesting and
enlighting course.”
Standapart Ltd

“A very well structured
course and well received.”
Gentoo Group Ltd

Measurement & certification of
hearing loop systems
Presenter, Peter Roe MInstSCE
15 June 2017
At Midwich Plc, Manchester

The bookings were not as satisfactory
as we would have liked, due to some
unexpected cancellations, but with one
delegate coming all the way from France,
it would have been rude not to carry on
regardless!

Look out for our next training courses:
Electrical safety for sound engineers and
The ins and outs of microphones.
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ISCE welcomes two new supporting members

Avelec Solutions Ltd

élan Electronics Limited

Avelec Solutions Ltd is a UK based supplier of audio
visual equipment and systems, overseeing projects
spanning the commercial, education and residential
market places since first formed in 2011.

élan Electronics Limited has been established within
the Audio/Visual trade for several years, trading within
East Central Scotland. Throughout our business life,
we have developed many skills and attributes. The
Company recently joined as a supporting member of
the Institute of Sound and Communications Engineers
because we wanted to expand our knowledge,
performance and professional development.

We are specialists in the field of assistive listening
and maintain an active working relationship with
induction loop system manufacturer Ampetronic,
as one of their approved integrators.
As our industry evolves into more technologically
diverse areas, it is important to keep abreast of
important industry news and developments.
We see the ISCE as a fantastic hub for facilitating
further development as our company grows,
providing our staff with a reliable knowledge base
and opportunities for professional development.

I would strongly recommend ISCE membership to
any organisation, large or small, as the training and
support given to members will assist them in attaining
the highest possible standards. ◆
Arthur C Downie MInstSCE
Managing Director

Our relationship as a supporting member, will promote
both project based opportunities and prove fruitful as
a networking tool in further strengthening our team
of professional Installers and Integrators. ◆
Adrian Mason
Managing Director

If you want to join a select group of companies who have chosen
to encourage us in our efforts to improve technical standards and
practices within the sound industry, contact Ros for an application
form or go to www.isce.org.uk/supporting-members/

New Members
July 2017
Technician
Jon Atkey
EES Showhire
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Senior Technician
Arthur B Downie
Elan Electronics Ltd
Robert Mulliner
Sound Innovations Ltd
Steve Sear
Standapart Ltd
Matthew Wyatt
APi Communications
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Member
Jean-Philippe Blanchard
DEACO
Daniel Cunnings
Cunnings Recording
Arthur C Downie
Elan Electronics Ltd
Shaun Murkett
Shaun Murkett
Acoustic Consultants Ltd

Affiliate Member
Gareth Collyer
NEXO
Duncan Conway
Brahler ICS (UK) Ltd
Andy Lewis
Audiologic
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Standards update
by Andy Scott FInstSCE
EN 303 348
Induction loop systems intended to assist
the hearing impaired in the frequency range
10 Hz to 9 kHz
This has to be written to enable Induction loop
amplifiers and receivers to continue to be CE marked
and placed on the market after the Radio Equipment
Directive came into force on June 13th.
The draft has been sent to the National Standards
Organisations (NSO) to review and ask for public
comments, which takes 90 days.
If the the NSOs vote in favour of the draft and there
are no technical comments, the draft will go to ETSI to
make sure it meets their drafting rules.
The vote closes on 4 July 2017
If the vote is positive, the standard will be published
within 10 days.
If technical comments are received they must be
resolved within 60 days and a revised draft must be
submitted.
EN 54-24
(Voice alarm) Loudspeakers

BS 5839-8
Fire detection and re-alarm systems for
buildings – Part 8: code of practice for
the design, installation, commissioning
and maintenance of voice alarm systems
BS 5839-1 (Fire alarm installation) is being revised and
review of the comments was completed on 1st June
and is due to be published by the end of August.
Some changes appear to be relevant to BS 5839-8
and so will be considered.
It is also likely to be revised in order to incorporate
some of the elements of its European cousin, CEN/TS
54-32, Fire detection and fire alarm systems - Part 32:
Planning, design, installation, commissioning, use and
maintenance of voice alarm systems.

Disclaimer
This information is believed to be correct but
it is not guaranteed and neither the ISCE nor its
officers can accept any responsibility in respect
of the contents or any events arising from use
of the information contained within this article. ◆

CEN TC72 WG23 has started to work on a standard
for active loudspeakers, including large phased
arrays.
The next meeting is planned for October.
EN 54-16
Voice alarm control and indicating equipment
CEN TC72 WG23 has set up a task group which has
completed its review of the comments.
The next stage is to tidy up the draft and send it back
to WG23 to check.
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Supporting Members
ADSWorldwide, Manchester
www.ads-worldwide.com
Mr J Houldcroft MInstSCE
Ampetronic Ltd, Nottinghamshire
www.ampetronic.co
Mr J Pieters MInstSCE
AMS Acoustics Ltd, London
www.amsacoustics.co.uk
Ms H Goddard FInstSCE
Arup Acoustics, Manchester
www.arup.com/acoustics
Mr D Hiller
Atkins Acoustics, Noise & Vibration
www.atkinsglobal.com
Mr C Hales MInstSCE
Audio Logic Ltd, Essex
www.audiologicltd.com
Mr A Lewis
Audio-Technica Ltd, Leeds
www.audio-technica.com
Mr E Forth
Avalec Solutions Ltd, Hants
www.avalecsolutions.com
Mr A Mason
Baldwin Boxall Communications Ltd,
East Sussex
www.baldwinboxall.co.uk
Mr N Baldwin AMInstSCE
Biamp Systems, Oregan, USA
www.biamp.com
Mr M Bonsoir
Black Light Ltd, Edinburgh
www.black-light.com
Mr G Purvis
BL Acoustics Ltd, Essex
www.blacoustics.co.uk
Mr B Larcombe MInstSCE
Blaydon Communications Ltd,
Tyne & Wear
www.blaydoncomms.co.uk
Mr P Dougherty MInstSCE
Bosch Security Systems,Middlesex
www.boschsecurity.co.uk
Mr A Osborne AMInstSCE
Broadcast Sound Systems Ltd, Lancashire
matthew@broadcastsounds.co.uk
Mr M Tugwell
Canford Audio Plc, Tyne &Wear
www.canford.co.uk
Mr S Gallagher
CIE Group Ltd, Nottinghamshire
www.cie-group.com
Mr K Sherwood MInstSCE
Clarity UK Ltd, Cambridgeshire
www.clarityuk.co.uk
Mr G Palmer AMInstSCE
Clever Acoustics, Lancs
www.prolight.co.uk
Mr A Jeffrey
Cloud Electronics Ltd, Sheffield
www.cloud.co.uk
Mr S Curtis
Commend UK Ltd, Essex
www.commend.co.uk
Mr A Wells
Commercial Audio Solutions Ltd,
Derbyshire
www.commercialaudiosolutions.com
Mr W Mackie AMInstSCE
Contacta Systems Ltd, Kent
www.contacta.co.uk
Mr R Dungan MInstSCE
C-TEC, Wigan
www.c-tec.co.uk
Mr A Green
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CUK Ltd, Glasgow
www.cuk-audio.com
Mr S Thomson
DJ Kilpatrick & Co Ltd, Belfast
www.djkilpatrick.com
Mr J Hooks AMInstSCE
Delatim Ltd, London
www.delatim.co.uk
Mr G Moore
Delta TelecomSound & Security Ltd,
Stockport
www.deltatelecom.co.uk
Mr S Ratcliffe TechInstSCE
DNH Worldwide Ltd, Milton Keynes
www.dnh.co.uk
Mr K Golds AMInstSCE
d&b audiotechnik, Gloucester
www.dbaudio.com
Mr S Hogg
Eaton, Doncaster
www.eaton.com
Mr C Anderson
Edworthy Audio Consulting, East Sussex
www.edworthyaudio.com
Mr D Edworthy HonFInstSCE
Elan Electronics Ltd, Dundee
www.elanavs.com
Mr A Downie MInstSCE
Electronic Audio Systems Ltd,
Buckinghamshire
www.electronicaudiosystems.co.uk
Mr B Latham MInstSCE
Gordon Morris Ltd, Somerset
www.gordonmorris.co.uk
Mr G Morris MInstSCE
Grainger Acoustics, Northern Ireland
www.graingeracoustics.co.uk
Mr M Grainger MInstSCE
Hearing Products International Ltd,
Stockport
www.hear4you.com
Ms K Wilford
Honeywell Life Safety Systems, Leicester
www.honeywell.com
Mr K Cooper
Leisuretec Distribution Ltd, Bedfordshire
www.leisuretec.co.uk
Mr M Henden
Media Vision, London
www.media-vision.com
Mr J Williams MInstSCE
Midwich Ltd, Norfolk
www.midwich.com
Mr J Nibloe
Monacor UK Ltd, Newport Pagnell
www.monacor.co.uk
Mr N Clayton
Mongey Communications, Co. Kildare
www.mongey.ie
Mr D Mongey
MSI Audio Systems, Newcastle Upon Tyne
www.msiaudiosystems.com
Mr M Siadat MInstSCE
Nebula Audio Ltd,Worcestershire
www.nebulaaudio.co.uk
Dr D Tyas FInstSCE
Newtech Southern Ltd, Hampshire
www.newtechsouthern.co.uk
Mr A Bradshaw TechInstSCE
NEXO SA, France
www.nexo.fr
Mr G Collyer
Northern Light, Edinburgh
www.northernlight.co.uk
Mr S Cooper

NSR Communications Ltd, Hertfordshire
www.nsrcommunications.co.uk
Mr P Walker MInstSCE
Paragon Data Services, East Yorkshire
www.paragondataservices.co.uk
Mr I Bland
Peavey Electronics Ltd, Northants
www.peaveycommercialaudio.com
Mr J Kennedy
Penton UK Ltd, West Sussex
www.pentonuk.co.uk
Mr P Alberry-King MInstSCE
Principle Link, Huddersfield
www.principle-link.com
Mr R Cooke
Professional Sound Consultancy, Suffolk
www.profsoundconsult.com
Ms K Bradford
Protec Fire Detection, Lancashire
www.protec.co.uk
Mr J Gilroy MInstSCE
RCF Audio, Essex
www.rcfaudio.co.uk
Mr P Price MInstSCE
Roland UK Ltd, Swansea
www.proav-roland.com
Mr S Kenning
Sarabec Limited, Middlesbrough
www.sarabec.co.uk
Mr C Foxton MInstSCE
Sennheiser UK, Buckinghamshire
www.sennheiser.co.uk
Mr A March MInstSCE
Shure Distribution UK, London
www.shuredistribution.co.uk
Mr T George-Tolonen
SigNET (AC) Ltd, Tyne &Wear
www.signet-ac.co.uk
Mr A Scott FInstSCE
Simcol Communications Ltd, Newport
www.simcol.biz
Ms C Hurditch
Simpson Sound & Vision Ltd, Warwickshire
www.simpsonsoundandvision.com
Mr D Simpson MInstSCE
Solent Sound Systems Ltd, Southampton
www.solentsound.com
Mr R Gatehouse MInstSCE
Sonic Solutions UK Ltd, Surrey
www.flipside-soundsystem.co.uk
Mr J Cooper
Sound Directions Ltd, London
www.sounddirections.co.uk
Mr S Boivin-Champeaux
Sound Productions, Dublin
www.soundproductions.ie
Mr D McGlynn MInstSCE
TOA Corporation (UK) Ltd, Leatherhead
www.toa.co.uk
Mr I Bridgewater
Univox Audio Ltd, Hertfordshire
www.univoxaudio.co.uk
Mr K Hollands
Vaughan Sound Installations Ltd,
Camarthenshire
www.paigroup.com
Mr R Vaughan MInstSCE
Vox Ignis Ltd, Tyne & Wear
www.vox-ignis.com
Mr A Smith MInstSCE
VP Bastion Ltd, Hampshire
www.vpbastion.co.uk
Mr A Raby
Yamaha Music Europe (GmbH),
Milton Keynes
www.yamahaproaudio.com
Mr C Irvine
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